Visiting Professor Program
Academic year 2021/2022

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
TEACHING COMMITMENT: 36 hours

COURSE TITLE
Arabic Literature

TEACHING PERIOD
2nd term

SCIENTIFIC AREA
Sciences of antiquity, philological-literary, historical-artistic sciences (Area 8)

LANGUAGE USED TO TEACH
English

COURSE SUMMARY
History of Arabic literature, with particular reference to its Classical period

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Appropriate knowledge of the history of Arabic literature, through its main periods, authors and works.

TUTORSHIP ACTIVITIES
N/A

LAB ACTIVITIES
N/A
OTHER ACTIVITIES BESIDES THE COURSE
N/A

VISITING PROFESSOR PROFILE
Solid and up-to-date expertise in the field of Classical Arabic literature and in its linguistic-stylistic devices (e.g. rhetoric)

CONTACT PERSON AT THE DEPARTMENT
Prof. Francesco Grande
francesco.grande@unito.it